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STANDARD CONTRACT RIDER NO. 13 
AIR CONDITIONING LOAD MANAGEMENT ADJUSTMENT 
(Applicable to Rates RS, CW (with associated Rate RS service),  

SS, SH, UW, CW (with associated Rate SS service), SL, PL, PH and HL) 

In addition to the rates and charges set forth in the above-mentioned Rates, an Air Conditioning Load 
Management Adjustment (ACLM Adjustment) applicable for the summer months of June through September 
shall be made in accordance with the following provisions: 

A. Eligible Customers, with central air conditioning having an electric motor driven compressor, who
establish a new electric service, subsequent to approval of this rider, and subsequent to the initiation of a non-
participant surcharge (see paragraph C), have the option to participate in the Air Conditioning Load
Management program.  At the time the service is established, the Customer must elect to become a
participant or non-participant.  At any time thereafter, but limited to one change per year, a Customer may
elect to change his status from participant to non-participant, or from non-participant to participant.  Eligible
Customers, not establishing or changing service, may also volunteer to participate in the program and will at
that time be considered a participant.  Notification of the Customer’s election will be made in accordance
with the Company’s procedures. The Company, at its sole discretion, will determine which Customers will be
considered to be eligible Customers.
1. If the Customer becomes a participant, the Company, or its contractors, will install an air
conditioning load management device at a time that is consistent with the orderly and efficient deployment of
this program.  After the device is installed, the device will be activated at the next record date, and the
customer will receive a credit on each bill issued in the summer months following the record date, as further
described below.
2. If the Customer becomes a non-participant, an additional charge may be added to each summer
month bill, as further described below.
B. Air conditioning cycling, using the air conditioning load management device, may occur between
May 1 and September 30.  Record dates to determine participant status will be May 15, June 15, July 15, and
August 15.  If no non-participant surcharges are to be collected (per paragraph C), then the record dates will
be based on the date the customer signs up.  In either case, credits or charges will be added to bills issued in
June, July, August, and September.
C. An ACLM Adjustment charge of $5.00 may be added to each Rate RS and CW (with associated RS
service) non-participant’s bill for each summer month that the Customer is determined to be a non-participant
at the record date in the preceding month. This determination will be made no more than once per year.
Initially, there will be no surcharge.
D. An ACLM Adjustment credit of $5.00 will be deducted from each Rate RS and CW (with associated
RS service) participant’s bill for each summer month that the Customer is determined to be a participant at
the record date in the preceding month.  In addition, participants may choose the half-cycle service option.
The air conditioners of the half cycle participants will be cycled at no more than half the prescribed cycling
rate of the full participants, unless an emergency exists.  An ACLM Adjustment credit of $3.00 will be
deducted from each Rate RS and CW (with associated RS service) half cycle participant’s bill for each
summer month that the Customer is determined to be a participant at the record date in the preceding month.
E. An ACLM Adjustment credit of $5.00 per ton of cooling capacity will be deducted from each Rate
SS, SH, UW, CW (with associated Rate SS service), SL, PL, PH and HL participant’s bill for each summer
month that the Customer is determined to be a participant at the record date in the preceding month.
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